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ANALYSIS: Pivot-Based Analysis 

Every trader should have a solid understanding of Pivot-Based Analysis, as this form of 

analysis has many advantages, including being universally applicable to all markets and 

timeframes. 

1. Market-Generated: Pivots that are based off of market-generated information, 
like price and volume, tend to see greater market participation at those levels.  

2. Leading, Predictive: Pivots are leading indicators, and offer many ways to 
accurately forecast, and thus anticipate, future price direction and behavior. 

3. Self-Adjust to Volatility: Since pivots are based off of market-generated data, 
the forecasted levels automatically adjust to the market’s current volatility. 

4. Scalability: Pivots are scalable to any timeframe or sub-set of data you define 

5. Reveal Confluence: Whether it be multiple timeframe confluence, or multiple-
pivot confluence, the ability to reveal these hidden areas of support and 
resistance provides a huge edge. 

6. Algo Advantage: Pivots lend themselves perfectly for creating mechanical, or 
fully-automated algorithms to find and execute trading opportunities. 

7. Universally Applicable: Pivot-Based Analysis can be universally applied to 
any market and any timeframe, regardless of your style of trading. 
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ANALYSIS: Pivot-Based Analysis 

Pivot Width and Pivot Trend Analysis allow you to forecast upcoming price direction and 

behavior — at times with great accuracy, which allows you to anticipate and plan for 

upcoming opportunities. Pattern Recognition is extremely important here. 

PIVOT WIDTH ANALYSIS 

1. FORECASTING: This analysis allows you to predict 
the likelihood that a market will experience a 
trending, price-discovery phase, including providing 
directional bias, by using value area relationships. 

2. HIGHER VALUE: When a market is experiencing a 
string of higher value relationships, the trend is 
bullish. 

3. LOWER VALUE: When a market is experiencing a 
string of lower value relationships, the trend is 
bearish. 

4. EXECUTION: Be a buyer of dips during a Higher 
Value phase; and be a seller of rips during a Lower 
Value phase. 

PIVOT TREND ANALYSIS 

1. FORECASTING: This analysis allows you to predict 
the likelihood of a market experiencing either a 
trading range or trending phase, by using the width of 
the value area. 

2. WIDE VALUE: When a market’s value area is 
extremely wide, the forecast calls for a trading range 
market. 

3. NARROW VALUE: When a market’s value area is 
extremely narrow, the forecast calls for increased 
volatility and perhaps a trending phase. 

4. INSIDE VALUE: When narrow value forms within 
prior value, this implies price is coiling and the 
forecast calls for an expansion, or breakout market. 







The Absorption Signature 

1. Absorption Signature: When OTF Responsive Participants absorb a price level after a recent top or bottom, a distinct 

signature is revealed — The Absorption Signature, which helps to pinpoint major turning points in a market. Some of the 

most significant tops and bottoms occur with this signature attached — IN ALL TIMEFRAMES! 

2. Rejection Day: When the market probes through current support or resistance after an extended price discovery phase, 

but fails to establish acceptance beyond that key pivot, a Rejection Day develops. This is a significant day, and typically 

develops a long tail, ideally marking the new top or bottom of the recent price discovery phase. 

3. Absorption Zone: After the Rejection Day, OTF Responsive Participants will look to absorb prices at The Absorption 

Zone, which is a zone somewhere between the midpoint of the rejection day (or tail) and the previous support or 

resistance level whose breach sparked the rejection. Responsive participants will absorb many rotations into this zone, 

which builds energy for the squeeze or liquidation to come. 

4. Re-Absorption Signatures: The Market may see many Absorption Signatures throughout the life cycle of a trend, which 

are designed to provide extra fuel to the existing, ongoing price move. These are called Re-Absorption Signatures. 

5. Failed Absorption Signatures: Passive Participants can and do have their stops run, which can spark significant 

momentum moves, especially if OTF participants are on the losing side. Should an Absorption Signature fail, it likely 

forecasts a resumption of the current trend. 

As traders, the ability to forecast, identify, and diagnose a developing top or 

bottom in the market is crucial. The PivotBoss Approach to spotting these 

significant events is recognizing The Absorption Signature, which occurs in all 

timeframes. 
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